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1. INTR~DIJCTI~N 
Let @ be a field, GY an associative @-algebra. Denote by @[Xi , X, ,...I the 
free associative algebra generated by a countable set of noncommuting 
variables. A nonzero element P(X) = P(X, ,..., X,) E @[X1 , X2 ,...I is said 
to be a central polynomial for GY if P(a, ,,,., a,) belongs to the center of CPI for 
every substitution Xi = ai E Q$ P(X) is nonvanishing if P(X) is not a poly- 
nomial identity for a. Wagner [ 131 showed that [X, , X,]” = (X1X, - X2X,)2 
is a nonvanishing central identity for simple associative algebras of degree 2, 
in particular for Qj2 , the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices. This led Kaplansky [9] 
to ask whether there exist central polynomials for an , n > 3. Recently 
Formanek [2] answered the question in the affirmative. His results have had 
many interesting applications. A discussion of some of these can be found 
in [7]. 
If CZ is a unital associative algebra denote by GP the unital quadratic Jordan 
algebra structure defined on GY by letting aUb = bab, a, b E @d. All facts 
concerning quadratic Jordan algebras given without reference can be found 
in [6]. Recall that U, ,b = U,,, - U, - U, and that V,,, is defined by 
cV,,, = au,,, , Denote V,,a = V,,, by V, . Denote by FSQJ[X, , Xa ,... ] the 
Jordan subalgebra of @‘[X1 , X, ,... ]+ generated by 1, Xi , X, ,... . FSQ J[X, , 
X, ,...I is the free special quadratic Jordan algebra generated by X, , Xa ,... 
[5, p. 81. While the center of a linear Jordan algebra is a well-defined object 
(e.g., [5]), the corresponding notion does not seem to have been investigated 
for quadratic Jordan algebras. Even though some difficulties arise there 
is no question that if f is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra over 0 then @l 
should be contained in any sensibly defined center. Therefore we feel 
justified in defining a polynomial to be central if it assumes values in @l for 
every substitution from #. 
* The author holds a MacDuffee Post Doctoral Fellowship from the University of 
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In a conference at the University of Chicago Ring Theory Symposium, 
Professor Jacobson noted that Wagner’s identity [Xi , X,l’ = XIUx,Vxl - 
X12Ux2 - X22Uxl E FSQ J[X, , X, ,...I and is a central polynomial for 
generically algebraic quadratic Jordan algebras of degree 2. It is nonvanishing 
for simple algebras except for some algebras in characteristic 2. His results 
will be given in Section 2. He asked whether nonvanishing central polynomials 
exist for all finite dimensional split simple quadratic Jordan algebras. Our 
purpose is to provide an affirmative answer to his question. We show that a 
family H,,, , nz > 3 of polynomials defined by Formanek belong to FSQ J[X, Y] 
and are central for all simple quadratic Jordan algebras f of degree m. They 
are nonvanishing except for 2 = s(Qm) the symmetric matrices with entries 
in a field of characteristic 2. If P(X) = P(X, , X2 ,..., X,) E PSQ J[X, , X2 ,... ] 
and J’(X) is central for $ then K,,,-2(~p~x~.xm+1 - I/x,+,,m) E FSQJ[X, , 
X2 ,...I is a polynomial identity for 2. This is one requirement for the general 
notion of central. Hence if & has a central polynomial then f satisfies a 
polynomial identity. 
2. ALGEBRAS OF DEGREE 2 
If & is a generically algebraic quadratic Jordan algebra of degree 2 then # 
has the following form [8]. There exists a quadratic form Q on j such that 
Q(1) = 1 and for any a, 6 E %, 
uU, = Q(b, a)6 - Q(b)q (1) 
where 
and 
Hence 
Also, 
a= T(a)1 --n (2) 
T(a) = Q(a, 11, Q(u, b) the bilinearization of Q. (3) 
T(I) = 2. (4) 
aV, = T(u)6 + T(6)u - Q(u, b)l, (5) 
u2 = T(u)u - Q(u)], (6) 
Q@ 4 = Q(a, 6) and T(3) = T(u). (7) 
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Let 
Then 
(8) 
P(a, b) = aU,V, - a2Ub - b2U, = T(aU,)a + T(a) aU, - Q(a, aUb)I 
- T(a) au, + Q(a) b2 - Q(a, b2)a + Q(a)?? 
by (l), (5h (61, and (7h = [T(aUd - Q(% b2)]a + [Q(a)T(b2) - Q(a, au,)]1 
by (2). By (1) and (6), T(aU,) - Q(E~, b2) = T(b)Q(a, b) - T(z)Q(b) - 
Q(a, b) T(b) + T(a)Q(b) = 0. Hence P(a, b) = [Q(a)T(b2) - Q(a, aU,)]l 
and P(X, Y) is a central polynomial. Now by (4) and (6) Q(a)T(b2) = 
QG4V’(b)2 - 2Q(b)l and by U), (2) and (31, Q(a, au,) = Q(a, b)Q(g, b) - 
Q(b) Q(a, Q) = -Q(a, b)’ + T(a) T(b)Q(a, b) + 2Q(a)Q(b) - Q(b) T(~)~and 
we have 
P(a, 4 = [W2Q(4 + VYQ(4 + Q(a, Q2 - WW) Q(a, 4 
- 4QW Q(b)1 1, Va,bE$. (9) 
The radicaE of Q, rad Q, is defined as {c E $ 1 Q(c) = Q(c, a) = 0, Vu E &}. 
f’ = {c E f 1 Q(c, a) = 0, Vu E $}. 
THEOREM 1. Let $= f(Q, 1). Then P(X, Y) = XU,V, - X2U, - Y2Ux 
is a central polynomial fey $. It is nonvanishing for 9 if and only if the co- 
dimension of Rad Q > 3 and the codimension of 2’ 3 2. 
Proof. Only the last statement remains to be shown. Note that if char Q, # 2 
then Rad Q = 2’ and the last statement becomes P is nonvanishing for # 
iff the codimension of Rad Q > 3. Observe that 
P(a, b) = ~(a, b)l, (10) 
where p(x, y) is the polynomial function P(X, Y) = Q(X) T(J+) - Q(x, xUy), 
Pb, 4 = 0 and PC? Y> = P(Y, 4, (11) 
P(l, 2) = P($, 1) = 0. (12) 
Also P(X, 1 + Y> = P(x, 1) + Qz(4 T(2y) - Q(x, x 0~) + P(X,Y) = 2QW’(y) - 
T(4 Qb Y> - IT QW + Q&T Y> T(x) + P@, Y> = P@, Y). 
P(% 1 + Y) = PC? Y>. (13) 
p(x, y) is quadratic in x and y, p(c, $) = 0 when c E RadQ. (14) 
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Assume that P(a, b) # 0 for some a, b E &. By (1 l)-( 14), 1, a, b are linearly 
independent modulo Rad Q. Since 1, a, b are linearly independent modulo 
Rad Q, the codimension of Rad Q is at least 3. We must show that if char @ = 2 
then the codimension of $‘- is at least 2. Since char @ = 2, Q(a, u) = 0, 
Vu E f, so codim $’ # 1. Therefore it suffices to show that it is not zero. 
If the codimension of j’ = 0 then $-’ = ,$ and T(u) = Q(u, 1) = 0, 
T(b) = 0, Q(u, b) = 0, Vu, b E #. Therefore P(u, b) = 0, Vu, b E d and P 
vanishes. Hence the codimension of 2” >, 2. 
Now suppose that the codimension of Rad Q 3 3 and the codimension of 
#’ 3 2. Assume first that char @ # 2. 3 = $/RadQ has dimension 2 3 
and Q induces a nondegenerate quadratic form on j? We may start a diagonal- 
ization process on d taking i as the first vector. Since dim $ 3 3 and the 
form induced by Q on ,$ is nondegenerate, the process yields elements 
a, b E I, with T(a) = T(b) = 0, Q(u, b) = 0 and Q(u) # 0, Q(b) # 0. But 
then P(u, b) = -4Q(u) Q(b) # 0 and P is nonvanishing. Assume that 
char @ = 2. Consider IL. If there exist a, b E IL with Q(u, b) # 0 then 
P(u, b) = Q(u, b)2 # 0. Therefore we may assume that a, b E IL implies 
Q(u, 6) = 0. In this case since the codimension of &’ > 2, we have 1’ f j’ 
so there exists a b E 3 such that T(b) # 0. Multiplying b by a scalar we may 
assume T(b) = 1. Then 01 @ @b is a hyperbolic plane with respect to the 
alternating form Q(x, y). Therefore y = @l @ Ob @ (@I + @b)l. Since 
the codimension of Rad Q 3 3, 3u E (01 @ @b)l with Q(u) # 0. Then 
P(u, b) = T(b)2Q(u) # 0 and P is nonvanishing on 8. Q.E.D. 
From a structure theoretical point of view Theorem 1 can be expressed as 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. The central polynomial P(X, Y) is nonvanishing for f = 
f(Q, 1) if and only if $/Rad f is u simple quadratic Jordan algebra of degree 2 
over its center and the bilineurizution of Q is nonzro. 
We note that if the characteristic is not 2 the first condition implies the 
second. Since algebras of type $(Q, 1) are not necessarily finite dimensional, 
they provide an example of infinite dimensional quadratic Jordan algebras 
which satisfy a polynomial identity. However all /(Q, 1)‘s are locally finite. 
Finally observe that the simple algebras of degree 2 over their centers 
excluded above (i.e., char @ = 2, Q(u, b) = 0) also have a central polynomial 
namely P. 
The referee has remarked that 
(zD~,~)~ = -Q(~0~,,)1, for the inner derivation D,,, = V,,, - V,,, . (15) 
So P(x,y, 2) = (zD~,~)~ is a central polynomial for $(Q, 1) since T(,zD,,~) = 0. 
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3. SPECIAL ALGEBRAS OF DEGREE 2 3 
The purpose of this section is to show that Formanek’s polynomial 
H,(X, Y) is a Jordan central polynomial for special simple quadratic Jordan 
algebras of (generic) degree m and that in most cases this polynomial is 
nonvanishing. We first recall some results of [2] (see also [7]). Let @[xl = 
@P[x, ,..‘> ??,+11, m 3 2, be the polynomial algebra over @ in the commuting 
indeterminates x1 ,..., x,,,+i and let @[X, Yi ,..., Y,] be the free associative 
algebra generated by noncommuting indeterminates X, Yr ,..., Yn . If 
define 
f(x) = f(Xl )..., x,+1) = c cY(“)X1;‘Xy22 *a’ x;;;; E @[xl, 
(v) 
P,(X, Yl )...) Y,) = c OL(",X"'Y~r~Y2 **a X"mYnlX"nL+l E aqx, Yl )..., I',]. 
(VI 
Let 
f(% >**-> %L+1) = n. (x1 - %K%t+1 - 4 
2Q<m 
,<il,, (Xi - 4”. 
. 1 
Then g(x, , x2 ,..., x,,,) = f(xi , x2 ,..., x,, , xi) is symmetric in x1 , x2 ,..., x, . 
Letting eij be matrix units of Qinl , pi E @, we have 
pf 
( 
c p&ii , eilkl, eiZkZ ,..., e&k,,, 
) 
= 0 
WI 
unless Kj = ij+t , 1 < j < m - 1, k, = ir and the if’s are distinct. 
In that case 
Pf ( C pi% 3 eilizj ei,i, y.-e9 eimi, ) = g(P, 2 PZ )...) Pm) eilil. (17) 
Consider @[X, Y] the free associative algebra in two noncommuting 
indeterminates; @[X, Y] has a canonical involution fixing X and Y, the so- 
called reversal involution. Denote by &‘(@[X, Y]) the space of symmetric 
elements of @[X, Y] under the reversal involution. &‘(@[X, Y]) is a Jordan 
subalgebra of (@[X, Y])+. A corollary to Cohn’s theorem states that if 
char @ # 2 then FSQ J[X, Y] = ..%(@[X, Y]) [5, p. 91. In fact this holds also 
in characteristic 2 as an easy direct proof will show. 
Given Pf(X, Y, ,..., Y,) E @[X, Yl ,..., Y,] as above, let H,(X, Y) = 
Pf(X, y,..., Y) the element of @[X, Y] obtained by substituting Y for each 
Yi in Pf . Since f is symmetric in x1 and x,+i and also in x2 , xs ,..., x, , 
H,(X, Y) E z?(@[X, Y]). Hence H,(X, Y) E FSQ J[X, Y]. We note that 
H,(X, Y) = -P(X, Y) for P as in Theorem 1 [2, Remark (6)]. Accordingly 
we assume from now on that m 2 3. 
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Let %?/a be a composition algebra - its standard involution, n the norm 
form and t(a, 6) = n(a + b) - a(u) - n(b) its trace form. Recall (e.g., [l]) 
that 97 is then either 
(1) @ with the identity involution, 
PI a separable quadratic extension of Q, with the Galois automorphism 
as involution, or @ @ @ with the exchange involution, 
(3) a quaternion algebra with the standard involution, 
(4) an octonion algebra with the standard involution, or 
(5) a purely inseparable field extension r of @ with P C ip, with the 
identity involution (char @ must equal 2). 
Of these only the octonions are not associative and only algebras of type (5) 
can be infinite dimensional. 
Let g/@ be an associative composition algebra. Let y = diag(y, ,..., ym) E %‘,,,, 
yi E @ yi f 0. Denote by J,, the involution of VnS given by AJv = ~$~~l 
where xt = (aji) if A = (aij). The symmetric elements P(‘Sm , 1,) form a 
Jordan subalgebra 9Zm+. Denote by sP(V~, @, 1,) the subalgebra of S’(Vm, J,,) 
whose diagonal elements belong to @. Z(VV,, , @, J,) = s?‘(@~ , J,) unless 
@ is of characteristic 2 and V is of type (3) or (5) above. 
THEOREM 2’. H,(X, Y) is a central polynomial for $ = X(Fm , 0, J,), 
m > 3, V an associative composition algebra over CD. If 97 is a field of charac- 
teristic 2, with the identity involution, then H,(X, Y) is an identity for 2. In 
the other cases if 1 @ j > m then H,(X, Y) is nonvanishing for 2. In fact 
=%n(8, &) = 01. 
Proof. If U/Q is a purely inseparable field extension with Vi C @ then 
ti(9ZTll , @‘, Jy) is a @-subalgebra of S(‘Srn , J,) and if the theorem holds for 
z(ewz , J,>, that is, if H&F Y> is a polynomial identity for S(gTn , J,) then 
H,,(X, Y) is a polynomial identity for s-P(%‘~, , @, J,). Therefore from now 
on we assume that V is of type (l), (2) or (3) above. 
We show first that H, is central for 3. Let A be a diagonal element of $; 
so A = xy=, aieii , 0~~ E @. Let B = (bij) be an arbitrary element of 6. Hence 
bii E @ and 
Now 
&, = YiYjlbii. (18) 
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Since the q’s commute with the bij’s, 
By (16) and (17), we have 
Let Gj = {u E S, j o(l) = j}, 1 < j < m and denote by b, the product 
47(1M2)bd2)oM *** hrddl) . Thus to show that &(A, B) E @I it suffices to 
show that CoEG, b, = COEGl g b . In the following computation we adopt the 
following convention: all index computations are modulo m. By (18), 
where o is defined by G(i) = u(m + 2 - z). Now G(l) = o(l), so 0 E G,(r) . 
Since m > 3, a(2) = u(m) # u(2) and 0 # u. Hence each Gi is the disjoint 
union of pairs {a, e} as above and Coec, b, E t(g). Fix j > 1. If u E Gr , let 
;c=a;;l~~s~ ; b,cl),c2) ... b,c,-,),(,) , c = b,c,),(,+l) ... booN)o(l) . Hence b, = 
07 where p E G, is defined by p(i) = u(i + r - 1) = 
u(; + u-‘(j) - 1). The map u ++ p is a bijection of G1 onto Gj (the inverse 
map is given by p ++ u defined by u(i) = p(i + p-l(l) - 1)). Moreover 
6 4 p. Indeed since 6-Q) = m + 2 - u-l(j) we have G -+ v, where v(i) = 
C(i + 112 + 2 - u-l(j) - 1) = u(m + 2 - i - m - 2 + u-l(j) + 1) = 
u(u-l(j) + I - i) whilep(i) = P(m + 2 - i) = u(m + 2 - i + u+(j) - 1) = 
u(u-l( j) + 1 - i). Finally t(ac) = t(ca) Vu, c E V, impliesC,,,l b, = CPeC, b, . 
This shows that H,,(A, B) E @I, VA diagonal, B E f. 
Let d denote the algebraic closure of @. Then %? = V &, d = 6, 
& @ 6 or &a according as V has dimension 1,2 or 4 and $ = &‘(gm ,&, J,) E 
-Wk , Jd, k,+ or ~@zm ,&,4, 7 the symplectic involution. We have 
shown that H,(A, B) E 41, VA diagonalizable, B E 2. For A E $, let pA(x) 
be the generic minimum polynomial of A, 6(A) the discriminant of pA(x). 
Hence 6(A) # 0 if and only if pA(x) has distinct roots. In the first two cases 
(dim %? = 1,2) Pi is the characteristic polynomial of A viewed as an 
element of&m . In the third case, the characteristic polynomial of A viewed 
as an element of &am is (~~(7))~. Th ere f ore in all cases S(A) # 0 implies that A 
is diagonalizable. We wish to show that A is diagonalizable by an auto- 
morphism of y. This is clear for dm+ since the automorphisms of 4, are 
automorphisms of 6, +. If $ = A?(&~ , #, *) and C-IAC = D a diagonal 
matrix, C E &, , then AC = CD and C*A = DC*. Therefore DC*C = 
PAC = C*CD and C*C centralizes D. If * is the transpose involution the 
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diagonal entries of D are distinct. Therefore C*C is a diagonal matrix whose 
diagonal entries are nonzero, say yi ,..., yrn . Let B = diag(#,..., ~2”). Then 
B-lC-lACB = D and (CB)*(CB) = I. Thus conjugation by CB is an auto- 
morphism of &. If * is the symplectic involution then the diagonal entries 
of D occur in pairs of distinct nonzero elements of 6. Therefore C*C = 
CL, dieii where di E &2 with di = di . But C*C E %(&zm ,&, T). Therefore 
and we may argue as in the previous case. Since {A E $ / 6(A) # 0} is a 
Zariski dense set of 3 and since H,(A, B) E 61, VA with 6(A) # 0, B E 3, 
this proves that &(A, B) E 61, VA, B E j. Hence H,(X, Y) is a central 
polynomial for 8. 
If V is a field of characteristic 2 then t(g) = 0 and H,(X, Y) is a poly- 
nomial identity for f. Otherwise 3c E V with t(c) # 0. If j @ 1 3 m, let 
A = f aieii , 
i=l 
01~ E @, (Y~ distinct, 
B = (U = f (wii+l + yi+lei+lJ + wlm + s,&eml . 
i=l 
By the choice of B, bo(l~o(2)6,,(2)o(3) ... bo(,n)o(i) = 0, unless o(l) = i, a(2) = 
i+1 
: 
u(3) = i + 2,..., u(m) = i + m - 1 or a(l) = i, a(2) = i - 1, 
u(3) i - 2,..., u(m) = i - m + 1 for some i. So by (19), H,(A, B) = 
YlYZ ... rm~(c)g(~l>~~~, %)l f 0. 
Since t(g) = (0) or @, we have actually shown that in the last case 
Kn($, A = @I. Q.E.D. 
Algebras of degree m over Q, with j @ 1 < m will be considered in the next 
section. 
4. ALGEBRAS OVER SMALL FIELDS 
Our aim is to show that, apart from the exception already noted in 
Theorem 2’, &(X, Y) is nonvanishing on &‘(Vm , @, J,), m > 3, even when 
1 Cp j < m. The following proposition is due to Formanek (unpublished), to 
whom the author would like to express his appreciation. 
PROPOSITION 1. 27,(X, Y) is nonoanishing 071 DV1 . 
Proof. It has already been observed in [2] and has been shown in Theorem 
2’ that the proposition holds if 1 Q, 1 > m. It therefore suffices to prove it 
481/41/I-16 
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for @ finite. So assume j @ 1 = q. Let r/Q be the field extension of @ of degree 
m, A the companion matrix of the minimum polynomial of a primitive 
element of r. @[A] is isomorphic to r and the map C + Cc, C E @[A] 
generates the Galois group of r/a. By the Skolem-Noether theorem this 
automorphism of @[A]/@ extends to an automorphism of Qnr . Therefore 
A* = B-lAB for some B E @,,, . Now A can be diagonalized in r,,, . Pick 
U E r,,, such that UplAU == diag(a, , 01~ ,..., a,,,) and the action of the above 
automorphism permutes the roots cyclically, i.e., (Cm-‘AL;‘)” = UplA’rU = 
diag(a,, , a1 , a2 , . . . , a,,,-1 ). Since (~T-lBU)-lU~lAUU~lBU = W’B-IABU = 
U-lA*U, U-lBU must equal the permutation matrix CL, efi+i times a 
matrix which centralizes UplA U (recall that indices are to be read modulo m), 
that is, times a diagonal matrix (the oli’s are distinct). Therefore UplBU = 
x6, Pieii-, and by (16) and (17) 
H,(A, B) = UmlH,(A, B)U = HJU-lAU, UmlBU) 
= PlPZ ‘.’ Pd(% 3 012 ,...> %,>l. 
Since det W1BC7 # 0, we have /3& ... Pnl # 0 and since the oli’s are distinct 
g(q , c&J ,.‘.I a,,,) # 0. Therefore H?,,(A, B) # 0. QED. 
Next we extend [3, Proposition 4.31 to include fields of characteristic 2 and 
arbitrary involutions of transpose type. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let @ be a$nite field, r a$eld extension of degree m over Q, 
and * an involution of Gn, of transpose type. Then there exists a basis of r/d5 
such that every matrix of the regular representation of r belongs to 3’(@?,, , :K). 
Proof. Let 0 be a primitive element of r/Q. Fix a basis of r/Q and let 
R, be the matrix of the regular representation of 0 with respect to this basis. 
Since * is of transpose type, it is given by A* -= HAtHpl, for some sym- 
metric matrix H, t the transpose involution. By [12, Theorems 1 and 21 
there exists a T E di,,, such that T-lR,T = Rot and any such T satisfies 
Tf = T. If char @ =# 2 there is a one-to-one correspondence between sym- 
metric matrices and quadratic forms. Over finite fields quadratic forms are 
determined by the dimension of the underlying space and by their dis- 
criminant. Since Nr,, is onto, there exists ai E r such that NrlOa: --= det HTpl. 
Since N,,,~L = det R, and since R, and R, commute, replacing T by R,T, 
if necessary, we may assume that det T = det H. Therefore T = UHlY for 
some U E @,, . 
If char @ = 2, since * is assumed to be of transpose type, the symmetric 
bilinear from h(u, v) = uHvt is not alternate and hence can be diagonalized. 
Since @ is perfect H is cogredient to the identity. The same is true of T 
provided the form g(u, U) = uTvt is not alternate. But g is nondegenerate. 
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Therefore if ZJ # 0, g(u, U) # 0 for some u E V, where V is r considered as 
a @ vector space. Since v@[RJ = V, u = vR, for some 01 E r and replacing 
T by RET if necessary we may assume that T gives rise to a nonalternate 
symmetric bilinear form. Therefore irrespective of the characteristic of @ we 
may pick T = lJHUt such that T-lR,T = Rot and Tt = T. Let A = 
U-l&U. Then A* = HAtH-1 = HUtR,tUt-1H-1 = HUtT-l&,TU-lH-l = 
LyplR,LT = A. Therefore acting on our original basis by U yields the desired 
basis. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 2. H&X, Y) is a central polynomial for 2 = sP(%?~,,  @, J,), 
m 3 3, V and associative composition algebra over cli. If %? is a Jield of charac- 
teristic 2 with the identity involution, then H,,(X, Y) is an identity for $. 
Otherwise H,($, 2) = @I. 
Proof. First we sharpen Proposition 1 to show that if J? = J?(@~~ , 1,) 
then Hm(#, a,) = @I. In view of Theorem 2’ we may assume that Cp is 
finite say 1 Cp 1 = q. Let r be the field extension of degree m over @. By 
Proposition 2 we may choose a basis of I’/@ such that the matrices {R, / y E r> 
of the regular representation are contained in $. Let A = R, , 8 a primitive 
element of I’. It is convenient to denote (Qm , 1,) by (9, *). Since * is of 
transpose type (g &, 6, *) g (c$~, t), where & denotes the algebraic 
closure of @ and t the transpose involution of 6, . Therefore we may embed 
9 in 6, in such a way that * induces the transpose involution, Let {ai} be 
the eigenvalues of A and let h(u, v) = uvt, u, v vectors in an m-dimensional 6 
vectorspace on which 6,, acts. Let (vi} be a set of eigenvectors of A corre- 
sponding to {q}. For i # j, (Y<v~v~~ = h(v,A, vj) = h(v< , vjA) = ~~~~~~~ 
implies vivjt = 0 since czi # olj . Since h is nondegenerate and since 
h(v, , vi) = 0, j # i we get h(vi , vi) # 0. Since 6 is algebraically closed, 
multiplying vi by h(v, , z#/~ we may assume h(v, , vj) = Sij . Let T E 6, 
be the matrix with vi’s as rows. Then TTt = 1 and TAT-l = TATt = 
diag(q , 01~ ,..., a,). As in the proof of Proposition 1 there exists a B in 99 
such that B-lAB = Aqand (TBT-l)-lTAT-lTBT-l = diag(cY,, ,01r ,..., 01,~~). 
Therefore TBT-1 = EL, Bieii+I , det B = (- l)“-‘&3, ... pm # 0. If 
C = R, , y E r, y # 0, then (CB)-IA = B-lAB and det CB = 
N,,,(y) det B. Since N,,,(r) = @, replacing B by an appropriate R,B, we 
may choose a B E 9 such that B-‘AB = An and det B takes any prescribed 
nonzero value in @. As above 
H,(A, B) = (-l)+l(det B)g(u, ,..., ~l,)l. 
We now prove the Theorem when char Q, # 2. Since YZ’(%~ , @, J,) for 
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dim V = 1,2,4 contains Z(Qm , 1,) . it su ffi ces t o consider the case dim %? = 1 
and show H&P, $) = @I. Now B + B* E 2 and (TBT-l)* = (TBT-l)t = 
( TBTt)t = TBtTt = TB*T-I. Therefore TB*T-1 = (TBTP~)~ =xE, /3iei+li 
and 
H,(A, B + B*) = TH,(A, B + B*) T-l = H&TAT-l, T(B + B*) T-l) 
= (-l)“-‘g(ai ,..., a,) Tr(det B)l, 
(recall that Tr a = a + G). Since %? = @ and ~ is the identity, Tr(det B) = 
2 det B. Hence if char @ # 2, we may pick B E 5? such that H,(A, B + B*) 
assumes any prescribed value in @I. 
From now on we assume that char @ = 2 and dim % = 2 or 4. Since any 
quaternion algebra contains a V of dimension 2 as a subalgebra, it suffices 
to prove the theorem when dim %? = 2. Here there are two possibilities, 
V = @ @ @ split or 9 a separable quadratic field extension of @. In the first 
case *(Vm , J,) z @,,+ and we have just shown that A, B can be chosen in 
@,,, such that H,(A, B) takes any prescribed values in @l. In the second case 
since @ is finite %‘(gTn , J,) E z?‘(%~ , Ji) = x(gm). Choose A E S’(Qm) C 
Z(%?~,~) and B E Drn as above. Now m = 2’k, k odd. Let r’ be a subfield of r 
of degree k over @. Since V is not a subfield of I”, r’ @a %? is still a field 
[4, Theorem 23, p. 871 and iV,,o,e,u(r’ & 9) = 9. Since r’ can be em- 
bedded in Qlc and r in r& , these yield an embedding of r in (@& . If we 
denote this embedding I’-+ (&)a7 = @, by y + R, , for y’ E r’ we have 
det R,, = (N,,,,(Y’))~‘. Viewing %‘?,, as (%?& , we see that for C E (R,,) @@ %‘, 
det C = (NI-,,~vM(~))~‘. Since V2’ = 95, we may choose C E @[A] @a 
+? C Fw, such that det C equals any prescribed element of ??. Since C E 
@[A] @ V and hence commutes with A, replacing B by CB as above, we 
still have B-1AB == At but have a view new determinant det C . det B where 
now det C ranges over all nonzero values of 9 (not just @). Thus 
H,(A, B + Bt) = Tr(det B)(-l)‘“g(ori ,..., OL,,)~. 
And since Tr(V) = @‘, H&P, g) = @l. Q.E.D. 
5. REDUCED EXCEPTIONAL ALGEBRAS 
Let $?/@ be an octonion algebra. We wish to show that H,(X, Y) is a non- 
vanishing central polynomial for $ = %‘(V, , J,). Recall that H,(X, Y) 
can be viewed as an element of the free quadratic Jordan algebra FQ J[X, Y]. 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let V be a split octonion algebra over a$eld @, d a zero divisor 
of $5. Then @I + @d is contained in a subalgebra g of W such that /% s Qp, 
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and the restriction of the standard involution to a induces the symplectic involu- 
tion on Qz . 
Proof. We may assume d # 0. Recall that d is a zero divisor if and only 
if n(d) z 0, where n is the octonion norm. Since d2 - t(d)d + n(d)1 = 0, 
if t(d) # 0 then e = t(d)-ld is an idempotent and @l + @d = @e + @f, 
f = 1 - e. Also e = t(e)1 - e = f. A standard “Cayley-Dickson process” 
argument allows us to extend @e @ @j to @s . Assume that t(d) = 0, so 
d2=O,d=-d.Foranyc~%‘,(l+c~)d=d+cn(d)=dandt(l+cd)= 
2 + t(c, d). Since t is nondegenerate we may pick c E C such that t(c, d) = - 1. 
Let e = 1 + cd. Then t(e) = 1 and n(e) = 1 + t(c, d) + n(cd) = n(c)n(d) = 0. 
Therefore e is an idempotent such that ed = d. Let f = 1 - e. As before 
z = f and d = -d = --ed = df. Also t(c, d) = t(c, edf) = t( fee, d) = -1. 
Let b = fee. Then fbe = b. Therefore b2 = 0, 6 = -b and db E 0e. But 
t(db, f) = t(d,fb) = t(d, -b) = 1. So db = e, bd = (-6)(-d) = db = f 
and @e+@f+@d+@b-Q2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let V be an octonion algebra over a$eld @, 2 = s@(%‘~ , J,). 
Then H,(X, Y) is a nonvanishing centralpolynomialfor 8. In fact Hz($, j) = 
@PI. 
Proof. We show first that H&X, Y) is central. To do this we may assume 
that @ is algebraically closed. For A E f, let am be the generic minimum 
polynomial, S(A) the discriminant of am. Let A be a fixed element of $ 
such that S(A) # 0. Then pA(x) has three distinct roots and A = Cf=, mifi 
for some system { fi} of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. Since @ 
is algebraically closed, 9? is split and we may take a coordinatization of $ with 
respect to { fi} such that f s X(97,). Therefore any B E $ can be written 
B = Cy=, Bifi + b1Lz31 + b2rS11 + b3t121 bi E %‘. The set {B E 4 I n(bMb,) f 01 
is Zariski dense in $. If n(b,)n(b,) # 0, recoordinatizing if necessary we may 
assume b, , b2 E @I, so B = E:%, kfj + N [23] + d [31~ + b3r12j for SOme 
X, p E @‘, 6, ~97. (Since Q1 is algebraically closed X, = n(b,)-lj2, A, = 
n(b2)-1/2 E @ and recoordinatizing using hlb, and A2b2 , we obtain %‘(V3) 
(i.e., y == (1, 1, 1)) and Xibi = 1 E V in the new coordinatization.) If b, E @l 
then 01 + @b, = slsl. Otherwise @l + @b, is a two dimensional subalgebra 
of C. Since @ is algebraically closed @l + @b, is not a field. Therefore 
dE@l +@b,, d + 0, d a zero-divisor and @l + @b, = 01 + @d. By 
Lemma 1, we may assume @l + @b, C .%9 G Q2. Thus A, B E Z(gS) C 
&‘(q3), .@ is a split quaternion subalgebra of V (with same unit element, 
same standard involution). By Theorem 2 H,(A, B) E @l. This shows that 
for A fixed as above H,(A, B) E @l VB in a Zariski dense set and hence 
VB E f. Thus H,(A) B) E @l, VA in a Zariski dense set, VB E f and hence 
H,(A, B)E@~, A,BE~. 
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That Ha(X, Y) is nonvanishing is almost immediate since Z(5’a , J,,) C 
%(%a, J,), 9 a quaternion subalgebra of V. Let 8” = x(9, J,,). Since 
fG(,f’, 3”) = @I, WY> $1 = @I. 
These algebras considered in Theorems 2 and 3 along with algebras 
f(Q, 1) having nontrivial idempotents are the so-called reduced simple 
Jordan algebras. If char # 2, every finite dimensional simple Jordan algebra 
is a form of a reduced algebra. In characteristic 2, outer ideals must also be 
considered. If f is a form or an outer ideal of one of the above algebras of 
degree m then &(X, Y) is a central identity for I. Moreover if 3 is a form 
and the characteristic of Q, is 0 or greater then m2 - m then the linearization 
of H&X, Y) is nonvanishing on f @@ &,& the algebraic closure of @, and 
hence on $. Therefore Z&,(X, Y) is a nonvanishing central identity for 2. 
McCrimmon [lo, 1 l] has introduced a class of quadratic Jordan algebras 
obtained from cubic forms and shown that they are generically algebraic 
quadratic Jordan algebras of degree 3. It would be interesting to see if 
- v&J,u,v, - V$J,U,V,l (30) 
is central for such algebras and for what conditions it is nonvanishing. 
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